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Templates - Email

This where all your Email Templates live you can move items into folders to help keep your
Email Templates tidy.

Templates - Email

1. This option will hide or show the folder tree.
2. Click here to add a new Email Template.
3. Click here to use the filter search option.
4. Click here to remove the filter/search you applied.
5. Clicking a letter will show you all Email Templates that start with that letter.
6. These are the tick boxes for selecting multiple Email Templates at once when moving

them to different folders.
7. This is the name of the Email Template.
8. This is the date the Email Template was created.
9. Click here to preview the Email Template, this will open a new window so ensure pop

ups are not being blocked.
10. Click here to delete the Email Template.
11. This is your folder tree.
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Templates - Landing Zone

This where all your Landing Zone Templates live you can move items into folders to help
keep your Landing Zone Templates tidy.

Templates - Landing Zone

1. This option will hide or show the folder tree.
2. Click here to add a new Landing Zone Template.
3. Click here to use the filter search option.
4. Click here to remove the filter/search you applied.
5. Clicking a letter will show you all Landing Zone Templates that start with that letter.
6. These are the tick boxes for selecting multiple Landing Zone Templates at once when

moving them to different folders.
7. This is the name of the Landing Zone Template.
8. This is the date the Landing Zone Template was created.
9. Click here to preview the Landing Zone Template, this will open a new window so

ensure pop ups are not being blocked.
10. Click here to delete the Landing Zone Template.
11. This is your folder tree.
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Using Templates

The quickest way to build your campaign email designs is through the use of a template.

A template is a master document that will carry your structure and design for your emails
that you can apply into any new email that you create for a campaign.

Templates are stored in the templates module on the main menu which is broken down
into 6 key areas: Email, Event Design, HTML upload, Image Upload, Landing Zone and
Survey.

Location:

Why use email templates?
Email templates allow you to significantly speed up the process of sending email and to build
email newsletters. Addressing, formatting, heading and signing your messages are simple tasks,
but these menial tasks add up to a lot of time rather quickly. Using email templates will let you
to focus on the content of your message rather than the format.

Using your own HTML for your template.
If you are having difficultly creating a template from scratch, you can use our HTML upload
feature to import external HTML into CommuniGator. Please review the help guide URL below
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for further assistance: (http://help.communigator.co.uk/m/31362/l/312812-upload-html-for-
use-in-emails-landing-zones)
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HTML Upload
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Upload HTML for use in Emails & Landing
Zones

The following document outlines how to upload HTML content into CommuniGator and the
requirements of those uploads.

Please note that the restrictions we put in place are to help you have the best possible
chance for your emails to be delivered into recipient inbox’s in a consistent manner.
Although these emails are created in HTML, not all the same rules that apply to HTML
based web pages can be adhered to, this is due to the fact that each email client and web
browser has its own peculiarities’ in the way that it interprets and renders HTML code
within a web browser.

Once you have created the HTML document to upload into CommuniGator you need to
make sure that it meets the following criteria.

HTML format

Remove HTML and body tags from the HTML code. CommuniGator strips the head and body
from the HTML code as certain email clients will strip them.

CSS File

Create a single Style tag at the top of the HTML and paste all CSS code in between the style tags.
(Please note the screen shot below does not display all CSS code). The CSS needs to be placed
in a single line and contain any special HTML characters or encoding
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Changing colour references

Change any 3 character hex codes to 6 character hex codes. (#fff to #fffffff).

Image folder/image reference in HTML code
Remove all spaces from image names, make sure you remove the spaces to the file references
in the HTML code.

Once your HTML code meets the criteria you are ready to move onto the next stage.

Images
1. Create an image folder- make sure the image names match the reference in the

HTML code.
2. Insert all images into this folder. Do not create any subfolders.

Zip File
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1. Zip the HTML File and the Image Folder into a single zip file.
2. Your zip should contain an HTML file and an Image Folder in the root of the Zip.

Below are screen shots of how it should look:

Now you are ready to upload the HTML file within your CommuniGator instance.

Uploading into CommuniGator

The HTML Upload section can be found under templates- HTML Upload, it simply allows you to
upload a file with HTML and images inside it straight into the product. This allows you to create
a new template or an actual Email or Landing Zone from some HTML you have designed
outside of the product. The HTML Upload is similar to the Image Upload whereby you can
manage the images.

Above is a screen shot of what the HTML Upload looks like inside of CommuniGator.
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HTML Upload functionality

1. The first option is to select where you would like the images to be saved to either an
images folder that already exists or create a new image folder. We would always
recommend making a new folder as if the images are called the same name that
already exists in your CommuniGator system the HTML upload will fail.

2. The next option is type, this allows you to select whether it is an email or a landing
zone.

3. There is template option, Yes or No, that allows you to select whether you would like
the HTML to be saved in the template section or the email or landing zone section of
CommuniGator depending on what type of HTML file you are trying to upload.

4. Selecting ‘Make links trackable?’ means it will add the CommuniGator tracking code
to each one of the URLS that are referenced in the HTML code.

5. Track in Google Analytics is similar to the ‘Make links trackable?’ option except that
this will add the UTM values onto the end of your URLS which means Google
analytics will be able to track the source of the link.

6. On selecting to retrieve your HTML from a Zip file you will have the option to browse
your computer to find the Zip file that you would like to upload to CommuniGator.

7. The ‘Name’ is what will appear inside of CommuniGator in either the creative tab or
the template tab depending on the type option selected.

8. Once you have completed the above page you will be able to progress by clicking the
process button. Once the process button has been selected it will inform you if the
HTML file has successfully uploaded or not.
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Image Upload
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Templates - Image Upload

This allows you to upload a zip file of images quickly all in one go.

Upload a Batch of Images

1. Select a zip file to upload

2. Select a destination for the images, the default is the top level folder however it is a good idea
to use subfolders to keep things organised.

3. Process the upload.
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Survey Templates
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Template Survey - Details Tab
Template Survey - Details Tab

1. This is where the survey template is named within CommuniGator.

2. This is where the survey template description is named within CommuniGator.

3. The header and footer of the template is set up here. Clicking on the pencil brings up the
advanced editor, allowing for HTML code to be added or created.

4. This is where the CSS sheet is attached to the template.

5. These sections are about buttons or links. The next page link has a button image example
shown. Any image can be selected by clicking the small image button present above the
textbox. This one will be the link to the next page.

6. This is the same as the above, but text is present for the link instead of an image. This link is
for the save function of surveys.

7. This is the same as the above, but for the summary link of the survey.
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1. This block is the same as the above, but is for the results link in the survey.

2. This is the same as the above, but is for the retake link in the survey.

3. These two variables are for the margin width of the survey, both left and top.

4. The background colour of the survey can be set here for the template.
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Template Surveys - Defaults Tab

This article will be looking at how to use the Survey Defaults tab.

Outer table properties

1) The width is the width of the template.

2) Border size, how thick you want the border of the outer table to be.

3) Border Colour, what colour you want the outer table to be.

4) Cellspacing is the space between the outside of the cell.

5) Cellpadding is the space inside of the cell.

6) The colour of the background of the outer table.

7) Alignment is where you want it to sit on the page. In this instance the survery will sit in the
center of the page.

8) Background Image (URL)
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Inner Table Properties

1) Is the width of the Inner table

2) Is the border size of the inner table

3) The border colour is the colour of the background for the inner table

4) Cellspacing is the space between the outside of the cell for the inner table.

5) Cellpadding is the space inside of the cell for the inner table.

6) Is the Inner Table background colour.

7) Is the Aligment (where it's going to sit) within the Inner table.

8)
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Template Survey - Question Defaults
Email Marketing - Version 7 - Google Chrome

1. This option controls whether answers are displayed below each other (vertical) or
alongside each other (horizontal).

2. This option controls where the answers are aligned; either tight to the left of the box
or centralised.

3. This sets the default length of a text box, for entering answers, in characters.
4. This sets the height of MultiLine text boxes in rows.
5. This sets the width of the Question Table. 100% allows the table to take up the

maximum space available in the browser window.
6. The boarder size in pixels.
7. The boarder colour. with various options for entering a colour in the pop-up.
8. Cell Spacing for the question cells
9. Cell Padding for the question cells

10. Question Cell background colour
11. The alignment of the Question table within the survey table; either left or centre.
12. A background image that can be set as an alternative to a background colour.
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Creating Borders in Surveys

When creating a Survey you may decide you would like a border around the survey or
around the questions themselves. Here is how to create the borders.

Survey Template

The border needs to be added in the survey template not in the creative.

1. Templates
2. Survey
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Survey Defaults

1. Survey Details Tab
2. Set Border Width
3. Set Border Colour
4. If you do not want a border set the width to 0px
5. If you do not want a border set the colour to white.
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Survey Defaults Preview

1. Border for outer table of the survey
2. Border for the inner table of the survey

Question Defaults
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1. Question Defaults
2. Set Border Width
3. Set Border Colour

Question Defaults Preview

1. Border for the questions of the survey
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